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1. TO DATE, ONLY UNPRY ITEM MENTIONING PRESIDENT KENNEDY
ASSASSINATION IS BRIEF 27 NOVEMBER EXCHANGE BETWEEN UNLIFT/2 AND
PENG MIN OF MESUCORA GROUP. THEY OBVIOUSLY BEEN STUDYING NEWSPAPER
ARTICLE AND PHOTOS RE DALLAS EVENTS. PENG SAID "IS THIS THE GUY
WHO KILLED HIM (KENNEDY)?" U/2 ANSWERED "THAT IS OSWALD BUT I DON'T
THINK HE IS ONLY ONE INVOLVED. OSWALD SHOT TO DEATH BY RUBY AND LATTER
PICKED UP BY DALLAS POLICE. KILLING IN USA IS SO EASILY ACCOM-
PLISHED."

2. STA COMMENT. FRENCH PRESS HAS GIVEN SENSATIONAL COVERAGE
TO POSSIBILITY THAT ASSASSINATION WAS MANY-ANGL ED PLOT, STRESSING
"SECOND MAN IN THE WINDOW". STA INTERPRETS ABOVE AS U/2 BRIEFING
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C/S COMMENT: DISSEMINATION APPLICABLE TO RYBAT DIVOUR GP/FLOOR CABLES.
**Requested any information on assassination of President Kennedy.